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GET RID OF THE HOSTILITY 
It’s easier to catch bees with honey than vinegar, and if there 
is any hostility on the table, your negotiation is going nowhere (except 
the trash). If awkward silence is prevailing, try making an (appropriate) 
joke to cut the tension. You can also try o ering a small token or 
change to the negotiation if you really feel like it’s going nowhere. 
While you might not get everything you want, giving a little to get a lot 
in return can prove beneficial in these situations.  

List some questions/ conversations to help you get rid hostility: 

COMMUNICATION PROBLEMS  
Practice good  listening techniques which means sit still, close your 
mouth, make eye contact, and truly listen to what the other person is 
saying. We often listen only to respond and not hear what the other 
person is trying to say. Open-ended  questions  on your part can also 
help to bring out any miscommunication or confusion. Getting to the 
bottom of why the other party is upset or, the negotiation simply isn’t 
going anywhere can only be done when both individuals or groups 
are clear on the issue that is causing the roadblock.  

It’s also important to  uncover hidden agendas that can hinder 
negotiations. (Download Uncover Hidden Agendas worksheet to help 
you practice how to reduce communications problems) 
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SALAMI TACTIC  
If the problem is so large, it seems like it can’t be addressed due to 
sheer volume, it can help to break it down into pieces and then resolve 
each piece one by one (commonly called the Salami tactic). There can't 
be forward movement if both parties are confused about the real issue, 
or the problem is so massive that it can't be understood.  

Problem

Why How Who When

Eg. Why is the 
problem is signifiant?

Eg. How did the 
problem occur, to 
begin with?

Eg. Who is involved?
Eg. When  did. The 
problem start, and 
when do you want it 
resolved by?

What

Eg. What is stopping them?

Your Solution
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FIND COMMONALITY
This helps both parties in stalled negotiations because they can better 
understand each other and the issue as a whole. During an argument, 
people focus almost entirely on their di erences instead of on what 
makes them similar. 

By empathising with the other person or group and showing you 
understand where they are coming from (while also associating how 
your end of the deal is pertinent to them), you can move past the issue 
holding you back. 

For example, if a service's price is causing the holdup, it may be a good 
idea to break the price down and show how it will benefit both 
them and you in order to find common ground. 

FINDING ALTERNATIVES 
Sometimes things just aren’t going anywhere, and there is no way 
around it. You’ve tried everything listed here (and more), and they just 
won’t budge. 

Consider a toddler: they don’t like being told what to do or only given 
one option. If you provide multiple options, they are more willing to 
listen and comply when they are able to choose the outcome.
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FINDING ALTERNATIVES 
However, this outcome will always  benefit  you (red pyjamas or blue 
pyjamas?) either way they’re still in pyjamas! Finding an alternative and 
giving your counterpart multiple options is a great way to move past a 
negotiation that has reached an impasse. 

Going into a negotiation with at least two options (or stepping away to 
come up with another option or two) is a smart move to ensure that 
you don’t spend time talking to a brick wall.  

List at least 2 alternative options that you can provide:

Overcoming a stalled negotiation is possible with these steps and a 
little creativity. Minimising conflict, moving past it, providing various 
options, and listening are all crucial to avoid a situation that will hurt 
both parties if the stubborn one decides to walk away. Always aim for 
a win-win situation in negotiations. 

If you have reached a fork in the road and are worried that your 
counterpart may decide to simply walk away from the deal, try some of 
these out and think things through prior to walking into that meeting 
or jumping on the phone call.  
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